
Club #85, founded 1913 January 16  2007th

Attendance:
Herman Alves, Olivier Coustaing, Cezar Dragutan, Patrick Lemoine, Carlo Pugliese, Steve Sadler, Barry Schmidt, George Shalhoub, Katie
Sheahan, Udo Stundner.
 

Correspondence:
 This issue of The Rotary Record contains an account of the Club Assembly prepared by Carlo Pugliese.

Discussion :
1. Barry gave his report on the Club finances . The Welfare Fund has a balance of approx $76,800 , this

includes proceeds from the Golf Tournament  . There are approximately $6000 in Community Action
grants to be processed as well as payments to the various beneficiaries from the Golf Tournament amounts
to be confirmed at the meeting of the Golf Committee to be held on Jan . 22  . The Special Funds Accountnd

has a balance of $15,000 . This amount is to be transferred to the Welfare Account . The Operating Fund
has a balance of $11,000 made up of fees paid to date . There will be charges against this balance for
payments to the District and Rotary Int’l.

2. Welfare Fund Campaign : Contributions made to date total $ 16,800 . So far 18 members out of a total of
28 have contributed .

3. Club Dues : There are approx $4,000 outstanding .

4. Tax Receipts 2006 : Barry and Jacques to work on these during the week of Jan 22 .nd

5. Website : can be accessed at www.rotarymontreal.org . Members should provide items for the site . Udo suggested we should
place info regarding our Golf Tournament . It was agreed that this would be an excellent way to put out the information . The Golf
Committee will see that info gets to Cezar to place on the site.

2010 Conference :  A fairly long discussion was held and comments to Carlo from Drew regarding the meeting he attended were
read to the members . Significant concern was expressed regarding the ability of the Clubs in the District to organize themselves
to do all the planning necessary for such a major undertaking considering the short time between now and the Conference date .
The members were also surprised by the comment that the Clubs would need to raise US$500,000 . Rotary Int’l is prepared to
advance US$100,000 which is to be paid back . There is a meeting scheduled for Feb 8 , 2007 to discuss the Conference . Ken
Mann who was our original designated member to the 2010 Conference Committee will attend this meeting . The meeting will be
chaired by PDG Greg Campbell . It was suggested that Greg should be invited to address our Club on the Conference . Udo and
Herman will arrange this .

The conclusion of the members present at this Club Assembly was that Ken Mann should be instructed to express our concern
and  our position that if there is no evidence of concrete planning in effect which would realistically leave us  convinced that all
the objectives and responsibilities can be successfully achieved  in time , the National Body should be informed that  the District
Clubs will not be able to complete its mandate to hold the Conference in Montreal . This should be done with urgency in order to
allow the National Body to take whatever steps they deem necessary 

  Meeting Adjourned  

http://www.rotarymontreal.org

